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Piezoelectric voltage transformers (PTs) can be used to transform an input
voltage into a different, required output voltage needed in electronic and electro-
mechanical systems, among other varied uses. On the macro scale, they have been
commercialized in electronics powering consumer laptop liquid crystal displays, and
compete with an older, more prevalent technology, inductive electromagnetic volt-
age transformers (EMTs). The present work investigates PTs on smaller size scales
that are currently in the academic research sphere, with an eye towards applications
including micro-robotics and other small-scale electronic and electromechanical sys-
tems. PTs and EMTs are compared on the basis of power and energy density, with
PTs trending towards higher values of power and energy density, comparatively,
indicating their suitability for small-scale systems. Among PT topologies, bulk
disc-type PTs, operating in their fundamental radial extension mode, and free-free
beam PTs, operating in their fundamental length extensional mode, are good can-
didates for microfabrication and are considered here. Analytical modeling based on
the Extended Hamilton Method is used to predict device performance and integrate
mechanical tethering as a boundary condition. This model differs from previous PT
models in that the electric enthalpy is used to derive constituent equations of motion
with Hamilton’s Method, and therefore this approach is also more generally applica-
ble to other piezoelectric systems outside of the present work. Prototype devices are
microfabricated using a two mask process consisting of traditional photolithography
combined with micropowder blasting, and are tested with various output electri-
cal loads. 4mm diameter tethered disc PTs on the order of .002cm3, two orders
smaller than the bulk PT literature, had the following performance: a prototype
with electrode area ratio (input area / output area) = 1 had peak gain of 2.3 (±
0.1), efficiency of 33 (± 0.1)% and output power density of 51.3 (± 4.0)W cm-3 (for
output power of 80 (± 6)mW) at 1MΩ load, for an input voltage range of 3V-6V (±
one standard deviation). The gain results are similar to those of several much larger
bulk devices in the literature, but the efficiencies of the present devices are lower.
Rectangular topology, free-free beam devices were also microfabricated across 3 or-
ders of scale by volume, with the smallest device on the order of .00002cm3. These
devices exhibited higher quality factors and efficiencies, in some cases, compared to
circular devices, but lower peak gain (by roughly 1
2
). Limitations of the microfab-
rication process are determined, and future work is proposed. Overall, the devices
fabricated in the present work show promise for integration into small-scale engi-
neered systems, but improvements can be made in efficiency, and potentially voltage
gain, depending on the application.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Electrical Voltage Transformation
Voltage transformation, the process of increasing or decreasing (known as
boosting or bucking, respectively) electrical potential energy per unit charge, mea-
sured in units of Volts (V), is fundamentally required in many electronic systems
because of a mismatch between supplied voltage available to a system and its voltage
demands. For example, in the case of an electrochemical battery supply, voltages are
determined by the difference in electrical potential between the positive and negative
electrodes, relative to an electrolyte (e.g. 3V of open-circuit voltage can be obtained
in one battery cell utilizing a lithium iron phosphate cathode and carbon anode [23]).
If an electronic system using such a 3V battery cell needs other voltages, such as
1.5V to run a microprocessor, and 9V to run a motor, it’s often more efficient to
transform the voltage given by the 3V battery into 1.5V and 9V, rather than adding
extra batteries. Electronic systems over the last 25+ years have strived to achieve
the lowest power consumption (e.g. less than 1.5V supply voltage [24]), in order
to maximize computation cycles per unit of energy consumed. Therefore, efficient
voltage transformers that can bridge the gap between these lower requirements and
higher ones needed by, e.g. LCD backlighting requirements [25] in modern laptops
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have become more important in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.
Electromagnetic voltage transformers (EMTs) have been in use since 1885
[26, 27], and have ranged in size from large commercial power [28] to very small
microelectronic designs [19]. Since the 1950s [29] a competing technology, the piezo-
electric voltage transformer (PT) has been in development. In contrast to EMTs,
which convert electrical energy to magnetic energy and back to electrical, PTs con-
vert electrical energy to mechanical energy (in the form of vibrations) and back to
electrical using materials with piezoelectric properties (see subsection 1.4.1). In ad-
dition to voltage transformation, EMTs and PTs can perform other useful functions
discussed in section 1.4.2.
1.2 Research Opportunities: Microfabricated Voltage Transformers
As of this writing, the landscape of voltage transformation devices spans from
macro devices at the centimeter scale that have been commercialized in consumer
laptop liquid crystal display electronics and can be bought for tens of dollars (Mi-
cromechatronics, Inc.), to research applications at the micrometer scale [30]. Gener-
ally speaking, macro piezoelectric transformer devices are more than one millimeter
in thickness, and are produced using techniques such as sintering, while micro scale
devices can be as thin as several micrometers, and are produced using microfab-
rication techniques such as sol-gel [31]. Electromagnetic devices typically require
winding coils of wire, and can also be challenging to produce at smaller size scales,
but work is being done in this area [32] as well. Interest in these devices at sub-cm
2
scales is due to increasing interest in the area of micro-robotics and micro power
systems in general [21,32,33].
1.2.1 Addressing Research Opportunities
The present work will address research opportunities in the area of microfab-
ricated voltage transformers by considering bulk piezoelectric devices. As outlined
in section 1.3, piezoelectric devices have inherent advantages over electromagnetic
devices including higher energy density for similar power densities, and as outlined
in section 1.4 there is currently a gap in the research between thin-film micro scale
devices and macro scale solutions. Modeling and analysis will be used to drive de-
sign decisions for the devices in question, and prototypes will be built and tested to
evaluate their performance and for comparison to the theoretical predictions. The
end goal is to microfabricate piezoelectric transformers smaller than prior work,
while maximizing voltage gain.
1.3 Comparison of PTs and EMTs; Power, Energy Density and Ef-
ficiency
EMTs are well known to most electronics engineers, due to being covered in
undergraduate and graduate engineering curricula, and have been in widespread
use for over a century. PTs, on the other hand, being newer technology, are not as
widely known and understood. Their basic properties and constitutive models have
been discussed [34, 35], but it may not be clear what applications call for PTs vs
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EMTs. The present work compares PTs and EMTs in terms of energy density, power
density, efficiency and device volume, in order to attempt to draw some conclusions
about the relative merits of each.
Energy and power density are important engineering metrics that, generally,
indicate how much energy a device can store (per its volume or mass) at a given time,
and how quickly the device can deliver that energy to its load (also per its volume or
mass). Because EMTs and PTs temporarily store energy in electromagnetic fields
and mechanical vibrations (phonons), respectively, while operating, they can be
considered energy storage devices. Their primary goal is not to store the energy
for long periods of time, like batteries and capacitors, but to convert energy and
transfer it to a load quickly and efficiently. When designing power systems from
the MEMS (micro) scale [36] all the way up to large commercial power scales [37],
designers repeatedly stress the need for high energy and power density, not just in
their energy storage elements, but in the entire system, of which the EMT or PT is
one important component.
Efficiency and device manufacturability are also key metrics when comparing
microsystem components. As shown in figure 1.3, both EMT and PT devices are
capable of high efficiency operation, but overall PTs in the literature operate at
higher efficiencies than EMTs. Manufacturability/microfabrication of devices has
also been addressed in small-scale EMT and PT devices [21, 32, 38], with PT chal-
lenges including piezoelectric material properties at micron thicknesses, and EMT
challenges including winding miniature bobbins with wire coils.
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1.3.1 Maximum Theoretical Energy Density
Theoretical maximum energy densities of EMTs and PTs reported in the liter-
ature are summarized in table 1.1. For completeness, Electrodynamic Transformers
(ETs), a third competing technology based on moving mechanical structures, which
theoretically appears promising but has not reported successful prototypes on the
level of PTs and EMTs as of this writing, are also included. This list of values does
not appear to provide conclusive evidence that one technology is superior in terms
of energy density to others, as authors differ widely on their estimates, over several
orders of magnitude. For comparison, the highest energy density devices that turned
up in my literature search were less than 0.002J cm-3 [1, 8].
Table 1.1: Theoretical Maximum Energy Density of EMTs, ETs and PTs
Technology Energy Density Notes Ref
[J cm-3]
ET 2 - 1,000 ET at 50 Hz [39,40]
PT 1 “Maximum Energy Density
in PZT”
[39]
EMT 0.1 “Maximum Magnetic En-
ergy Density”
[39]
PT 0.035 “Piezoelectric maximum en-
ergy density (PZT 5H)”
[41]
EMT 0.025 “Electromagnetic maximum
energy density (0.25T)”
[41]




1.3.2 Power and Energy Density Charts
Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are based on the PT and EMT literature, and in-
clude prototype devices only, not theoretical or predicted results from modeling.
They serve to give an overview of the current transformer landscape, and offer a
way to compare different technologies. The Ragone style of chart [43], which was
popularized in the field of energy storage, is utilized in figure 1.1, and directly com-
pares devices on energy and power density metrics. These results are from different
researchers often working towards disparate goals, and were not all designed to max-
imize their power and energy density, so these results are not an absolute measure of
the relative worth of different prototypes. For example, the present work considers
only 3V-6V input voltages, because this is a typical range for small scale systems,
but if higher input voltages were used, higher output power density would also re-
sult. Power and energy density were calculated from output power of the devices,
divided by their volume or density, and using the operating frequency reported. In
thin film devices where thickness dimensions weren’t reported explicitly, a typical
4 inch silicon wafer thickness of 0.525mm was assumed. If piezoelectric or copper
material densities weren’t reported, 7800Kg m-3 and 8960Kg m-3, respectively, were
assumed. The numbers in the charts correspond to the literature references of the
same number in the bibliography.
Based on Figure 1.1, PTs are advantageous over EMTs when considering de-
vice energy density. Some EMTs based on thin metal deposition show high power
density (due to their small thickness), but are also not scalable across different orders
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of size, as bulk PT devices are.
1.4 Prior Work
PT technology development over the past 60 years has focused on bulk mate-
rials, with most fabricated macro scale devices’ volumes on the order of 0.1-1.0cm3.
Within the last decade, researchers have also reported thin-film PZT technology
based on chemical deposition techniques [31,38,45], leading to devices on the order
of .0003cm3, several orders of magnitude smaller than bulk PT devices. The present
work is situated in between these two size extremes, with the highest performing
devices in the present work on the order of .002cm3, and strives to strike a balance
between device size and fabrication complexity.
1.4.1 Materials
The Greek word piezein can be defined as “press, squeeze, or crush” (related to
pressure), and piezoelectric materials have coupled electrical and mechanical prop-
erties, meaning that exciting them with electrical energy can motivate them to
mechanically deform / become stressed / produce a force, and conversely, mechan-
ically deforming / stressing them will cause them to produce electrical potential
energy, which can be used to motivate an electric current [46].
“Bulk” is typically used to denote materials made with macro scale processing
techniques such as casting, sintering, molding, etc., often involving moles of atoms
interacting at a given time to create the material, and whose dimensions are typ-
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Figure 1.1: Volume Ragone Chart: PT and EMT devices reported in
the literature; star represents the present work (4mm diameter disc PT,
area ratio = 1, 1MΩ load). For a given power density, PT devices trend
towards higher energy density, compared to EMTs, and therefore may
be more beneficial to microsystem designers. Supercapacitor and elec-
trolytic capacitor device ranges are from [44] and identification numbers
on the plots correspond to reference numbers in the bibliography.
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Figure 1.2: Volume vs. energy density of PT and EMT devices reported
in the literature; star represents the present work (4mm diameter disc
PT, area ratio = 1, 1MΩ load). The present work is roughly one order
smaller by volume than the smallest reported EMT and PT literature
(excluding thin-film PT devices, which have not reported output power
as of this writing), with equivalent energy density to EMTs, and lower
energy density than larger-scale PTs. This demonstrates that despite
the small volume of the present work, its energy density is equal to or
better than other, larger, devices in the literature, while not matching
the highest performing devices reported.
9
Figure 1.3: Energy density vs. efficiency of PT and EMT devices re-
ported in the literature; star represents the present work (4mm diameter
radius disc PT, area ratio = 1, 1MΩ load). Both PT and EMT de-
vices are capable of achieving over 90% efficiency, while on average PT
devices show higher efficiency than EMT. The present work, which is
several orders smaller by volume than the bulk PT literature, is also less
efficient than larger devices. Potential solutions to raise the efficiency of
the present devices are addressed in Chapter 5.
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ically measured in millimeters, centimeters and meters. Bulk devices are typically
larger-scale, as opposed to thin-film materials/devices, which are typically created
using chemical deposition techniques on top of a thicker structural base substrate,
with the active material thickness usually measured in angstroms, nanometers or
micrometers.
The mechanics of piezoelectric materials is based on the linear theory of piezo-
electricity [46], which gives the equations governing the “direct” (deformation to
electrical energy) and “reverse” (electrical energy to mechanical deformation) piezo-
electric effects. All piezoelectric materials have both direct and reverse properties,
collectively known as the piezoelectric effect.
Materials with piezoelectric properties are both naturally occurring (e.g. Quartz)
and man-made (e.g. Lead Zirconate Titanate - PZT). Table 1.2 shows the relative
place piezoelectric materials occupy among known classes of crystals (Section 3.5
of Ref. [46]). Of note, in addition to the piezoelectric effect described above, some
piezoelectric materials also have pyroelectric (sensitivity to heat) and ferroelectric
(hysteretic effects during poling) properties.
The piezoelectric effect can be amplified in a given subset of piezoelectric
materials known as ferroelectrics through a process known as electrical poling. This
process uses a large electric field to align a material’s atomic dipoles in a given
direction, causing them to electrically align, as opposed to their pre-poling, randomly
oriented orientation. This process is analogous to magnetic poling of a weakly
magnetic material (with randomly oriented magnetic dipoles), to line up its magnetic
atomic dipoles and thus produce strong north and south poles on opposite faces of
11
the magnet.
In the last 50 years the most popular materials for many piezoelectric appli-
cations have been PZT variants, due to their relatively high electromechanical cou-
pling and piezoelectric properties [13, 47–55]. More recently, other materials have
been investigated, due in part to environmental regulations such as the European
Union Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS) adopted into EU law
in 2003 [11]. General guidelines for material investigation have been suggested [56],
along with specific investigations into the following alternative materials, some of
which are reporting performance approaching or exceeding that of PZT [4,7, 11]:
• Sodium Niobate (NN) [7]
• Sodium Potassium Niobate (NKN) [11,57–59]
• Barium Titanate (BT) [60,61]
• Lead Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate (PMN-PT) [4, 62]
• Multiferroic Review Papers [50,63]
• General Review Papers [51,64]
Table 1.2: Classes of Crystals
32 Crystal Classes
20 Piezoelectric Classes 12 Non-piezoelectric
10 Pyroelectric Classes 10 Non-pyroelectric
Ferroelectric Non-ferroelectric
Table 1.3 summarizes the material properties of the PZT used in this study,
sourced from Piezo Systems, Inc. Because the full material property matrices were
not available from the manufacturer, for modeling purposes PZT-5 properties from
the literature [65] were used (see table 1.4).
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Table 1.3: Material Properties of PZT-5A Sourced from Piezo Systems INC: Relative




















There are various applications of PTs reported in the literature, some of which
will be reviewed here. Vasic et al. used PTs to drive transistor gates, in order to limit
parasitic coupling and increase reliability [15, 66]. Reliability of electrical systems
in general can be increased through the use of PTs to provide galvanic isolation
between components [66, 67]. DCDC [60] and ACDC [68] conversion and voltage
rectification [68] can be accomplished through the use of PTs; in the case of DC
operation, both inverting and/or rectification circuits are needed to convert between
DC and AC signals, which would slightly lower overall system efficiency. PTs can be
connected in parallel [69] and in series [70] in order to change their characteristics and
increase current/voltage/power output. Geometry has been considered involving a
single device with multiple disparate output sections [6], and converters have been
used on large scale wind turbine systems [37].
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In addition, research is ongoing in the area of miniaturized robotics, and there
is an associated need for miniaturized power systems [21, 32, 33]. This is one area
where small, energy dense PTs may be useful.
Different PT topologies have been reported in the literature, including thin
discs [71,72], free-free beams [38], Rosen bars [73,74] and rings [75]. Each topology
has benefits and negative aspects, but overall Rosen bar-type devices have shown
the highest gain experimentally and have been commercialized on the macro scale
more than any other topology.
In this work thin discs (Chapter 3) and free-free beams (Chapter 4) based
on 0.127mm thick PZT were considered due to their fabrication and performance
advantages. Uniform topologies (one single piece of material) were considered here
because of fabrication advantages over Rosen bar type transformers, which do not
lend themselves to microfabrication. The present work consists of one bulk material
layer poled in a single direction, as opposed to Rosen bar transformers which are
composed of two different material sections, mechanically attached to one another
and poled in different directions.
1.4.3 Related Technology: MEMS Mechanical Filters and Resonators
Mechanical filters operate through the principle of electrical-mechanical trans-
duction (analogous to piezoelectric transduction in the present work), typically
transforming electrical input signals into mechanical movement, performing filtering
mechanically, and transforming the mechanical filtered signal back into an electrical
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output [76,77]. Filters and resonators were some of the first devices investigated in
the MEMS field, starting in the 1980s, because of their ability to offer temperature-
stable, high-quality filtering and reference frequencies for communication applica-
tions.
Devices in the present work are not intended to provide signal filtering or
frequency reference as their primary design objective, but nonetheless have com-
mon features with previously developed resonating MEMS devices, which will be
reviewed here. Common features include vibration frequency selection (high gain
voltage output at resonance, combined with low gain off-resonance), and a desire
to maximize quality factor and limit losses during operation. The main difference
between the present PT devices and previous filter/resonator devices is the scale,
with present devices fabricated using bulk-scale material, which has the advantage
of higher piezoelectric coefficients, in some cases twice the values seen in thin-film
materials [78]. Present devices are also more economical to fabricate, due to the re-
duced processing times associated with bulk material fabrication schemes, compared
to thin-film deposition methods.
The small physical dimensions of MEMS filters and resonators enable smaller
footprints than competing technologies, sub microsecond response times, and high-
frequency operation, which leads to usable levels of output power for certain devices,
despite the small size [77–79]. Typical device dimensions are as follows: device
layer thickness of several micrometers; gap between device layer and ground plane
of several micrometers; length and width from single to tens of micrometers [76].
Typical DC offset voltages required for operation can range from tens to hundreds
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of volts [76]. Vibrating MEMS devices have been reported in a number of different
topologies, including [80]: clamped-clamped and free-free beam, centrally-supported
disc (wine-glass) and contour-mode (in-plane resonant) disc, and supported ring (see
Table 1.5). Comparisons were also made between one-port and two-port devices,
with two-port designs (such as the present PT devices) having the advantage of sup-
porting differential signals and allowing input and output impedance tuning through
the input and output capacitances [77]. All of these topologies are differentiated by
tradeoffs between fabrication complexity and device performance, with beams being
relatively straightforward to fabricate, and centrally-supported discs showing some
of the highest quality factors at high frequency.
It is important to mechanically support MEMS resonant devices in an efficient
manner during operation, in order to avoid energy loss and achieve optimal perfor-
mance. For example, mechanical clamping/tethering losses can lead to a reduced
device quality factor as operating frequency increases [76]. These inefficiencies can
be minimized in a number of ways. When feasible, utilizing a single anchor can
increases the quality factor/efficiency of a resonator, when compared to multiple
anchors, but anchor size can also affect resonant frequencies of devices [81]. In sev-
eral studies, two-anchor solutions were found to be preferable to four-anchor due to
the four-anchor tethering scheme limiting device deflection [82] and reducing qual-
ity factor [77]. Another approach is to base the design off of the wavelength of the
resonant frequency of interest, for example to fabricate tethers that are one quarter
of a wavelength in length, in order to reflect vibration energy and not transmit it
to the surrounding structure [80, 81]. This approach is not universally accepted,
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however, and some authors see it as an insufficient solution [83], and are in favor of
other means, e.g. acoustic reflectors.
In the present work both beam and disc PT topologies are investigated, and, as
in the filter literature, beam topologies are more straightforward to fabricate. Ring
geometries were not considered due to the lack of surface area for locating input
and output electrodes needed for PT operation. The MEMS filters with the high-
est quality factors were discs supported at their central node location (wine-glass);
however, this tethering scheme was not possible with the present PT fabrication
process (discussed in Chapter 2). The present disc PTs, tethered at their periphery,
had lower quality factors than free-free beam PTs, tethered at their nodal locations.
If it had been possible to tether disc PTs at their central nodal location, given
the present fabrication process, this would likely have constrained device movement
less during operation, leading to improved performance. Compared to the resonant
MEMS literature, the present work also has the following significant differences: the
present devices are larger in scale (by at least one order of magnitude); operate in
air (non-hermetic environment); vibrate in-plane instead of in a transverse direction
(in some cases); operate at roughly 5 Volts AC input without DC offset, instead
of 10s to 100s of Volts DC offset; and have tethers defined from active rather than
passive material. These differences result in different design decisions in the present
PT work, than might be expected in the MEMS resonant literature. For example,
the mass of a 500nm layer of deposited Al on 127µm thick PZT in the present work
has negligible impact on device resonance; however, such added mass would notice-
ably affect the resonance frequency of single-micron thickness MEMS resonators,
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where this mass loading would be significant compared to the device’s initial mass.
The larger size, operation in air, and lack of large DC offset voltages of the present
PT devices, compared to the filter literature, led to the significant differences in
quality factor observed, with present devices orders of magnitude lower than the
highest reported literature values. Tethering approaches used in the present work,
and further design details are covered in detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
1.5 Modeling Tools
In order to facilitate the design of complex devices such as those in the present
work, computer and analytical tools are often used to model the system, with the
goal of more fully understanding how it functions and aiding in design decisions.
Computer finite element analysis code and analytical mathematical modeling were
used here. Please see appendix A for information on how to download copies of the
code, if interested in learning more.
1.5.1 Finite Element Analysis
PT behavior is difficult to predict analytically for arbitrary geometries and
electrode configurations, and the finite element method of analysis (a.k.a. FEM
or FEA) has been employed extensively in modeling piezoelectric systems [73, 74,
84–87]. This effort made use of the commercial FEA code Comsol Multiphysics
5.1 (Comsol, Inc 2017) to predict PT behavior and provide a comparison with
the analytical theory and experimental results. This package provides the ability
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to model piezoelectric material, which encompasses mechanics and electrostatics,
along with acoustic and electrical circuit physics (the latter is useful for varying load
resistance at PT output) in one integrated platform. Additionally, internal damping
(inefficiencies) were included. The included piezoelectric material model has options
for adding mechanical damping, coupling loss, dielectric loss and conduction (time-
harmonic) loss. Of note, the “isotropic loss factor” accessible through “coupling
loss” is equal to the inverse of the device quality factor, as discussed in Chapter
3. Therefore the quality factor of a given material, reported by the manufacturer
or obtained experimentally, can be directly integrated into a PT FEA model. In
the present work good correlation has been found between predicted FEA results
and experimental results when quality factors obtained experimentally were used
in numeric models, for certain loading conditions. FEA models have the advantage
of being able to subdivide device geometry into small fractions of a wavelength,
solving constitutive equations at small length scales, and so can perform better
than analytical models in certain cases.
1.5.2 Analytical Approaches
Analytical modeling of PTs is difficult because phonon wavelengths are on
the order of the devices in question (see Table 1.6). Most analytical models in the
literature simplify the system down to lumped parameters [88], and in order for
this to be a valid approximation, the energy in question should have a wavelength
at least 1.5 orders higher than the device in question (Ref. [89], pg. 69), so that
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there is no significant phase difference in the energy wave as it passes across the
device. Considering Table 1.6 (assumed speed of sound in PZT = 2,580m s-1 [90]),
distributed electrical modeling, nonlinear structural mechanics modeling, and/or
other modeling strategies such as those using energy methods (considered here)
may be more appropriate for piezoelectric transformers than lumped parameter
modeling.
The advantage of analytical modeling is that it affords the system designer
more personal insight into the problem at hand. Rather than using a ”black box”
software package, where input and outputs are recorded, but the derived constitu-
tive equations and method of problem solution are not known to the average user,
an analytical approach allows full transparency. This increased transparency en-
ables the system designer to more clearly identify the relationships between design
variables. The system designer can use this knowledge to more efficiently design a
device with the desired characteristics, and within design constraints.
Another factor to consider in piezoelectric material modeling is the appear-
ance of system nonlineraities. Researchers have found while studying piezoelec-
tric transformers that high output loads cause nonlinear behavior to become non-
negligible [91]. Additionally, various researchers have reported that the behavior
of piezoelectric transformers can exhibit nonlinearities such as multi-valuedness /
voltage jumping, which stem from their nature as resonant devices [25,92–96].
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Table 1.4: PZT-5 Properties Used in Modeling: Piezoelectric Constants d; Compli-
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Table 1.5: Previously Reported MEMS Filter and Resonator Devices [80]
Type Description Performance
Clamped-Clamped Beam 2µm thick, 40µm
long
Q=50 (air) at 10MHz, Q=300
at 70MHz
Free-Free Beam 14µm long Q=2,000 (air) at 90MHz
Wine-Glass Disc 53µm diameter Q=8,000 (air) at 98MHz
Contour-Mode Disc 10µm diameter Q=10,000 (air) at 1,500MHz
Spoke-Supported Ring 10µm wide;
122µm diameter
Q=10,000 (air) at 1,500MHz
Table 1.6: Ratio of Wavelength to Output Dimension Across Devices of Different
Scale (assumed speed of sound in PZT = 2,580 m s-1)
Output Dimension Frequency Wavelength Wavelength / Output Dim. Ref.
[m] [Hz] [m]
1E-02 1.25E+05 2.06E-02 2.06 [88]
2E-03 5.50E+05 4.69E-03 2.35 This Work
2E-04 1.90E+07 1.36E-04 0.68 [38]
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Chapter 2: Microfabrication and Testing Methodology
2.1 Microfabrication
In order to microfabricate piezoelectric transformers quickly and accurately at
the micrometer scale, a combination of techniques including photolithography [97]
and micropowder blasting [98] were employed in the present work. Micropowder
blasting, which is used commercially to engrave glass, is not widely used in mi-
crotechnology, and employs dry-film photolithographic masking combined with me-
chanical ablation of a sample with µm-scale hard particles. It is beneficial due
to being faster/cheaper than etching methods such as deep reactive ion etching,
while being more accurate than other fast methods such as wet etching. This etch-
ing process addresses a need for fast bulk piezoelectric material etching methods
reported previously [78]. A benchtop microabrasive blasting workstation (MicroB-
laster, Comco, Inc.) and 25µm alumina particles were utilized.
In the present work aluminum (Al) evaporation and wet etching for electrode
patterning, and micropowder blasting for selective PZT etching, were combined in
a two photomask process to fabricate bulk piezoelectric transformers from a 7.24cm
square, 0.127mm thick PZT sheet (Piezo Systems: PZT-5A sheets (PSI5A4E)). In
order to provide a robust substrate for handling during processing, the PZT was
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temporarily bonded to a 10cm diameter silicon wafer using a sacrificial layer of ad-
hesive wax (Crystalbond 509). Bonding was performed by mounting the PZT sheet
manually on melted wax at 90◦C. The PZT is manufactured with nickel metal lay-
ers on top and bottom sides, and the top device side nickel was removed using a
1.5min wet etch (nickel etchant TFB, Transene Inc), to allow for a better controlled
device layer metal deposition. Afterwards, the transformer input and output elec-
trodes were patterned by the following process: 500nm Al electron beam evapora-
tion (NexDep Ebeam Evaporator, Angstrom Engineering); 1.5µm thick spin coated
positive imaging resist (Shipley Microposit s1813, Dow Electronic Materials); UV
exposure (with electrode pattern mask) (EVG 620, EV Group); 1min resist devel-
opment (Shipley MicroDev, Dow Electronic Materials); Al wet etch for 30s at 65◦C
(Al Etch Type D, Transene Inc). Before micropowder blasting, a 100µm thick dry
film photoresist (RapidMASK High Tack) was laminated on the PZT sample as an
etch mask in a commercial laminator, followed by UV exposure of the second (pow-
derblasting area) mask. The micropowder blasting parameters used were: nozzle
pressure of 552kPa; 457µm nozzle diameter; 4cm standoff distance from sample.
After microfabrication and testing of the devices in this work, and the failure
of the smallest devices to achieve resonance, questions arose as to whether there
were any potential issues with the above process. Another student in our research
group, Prakruthi Hareesh, determined that there was an issue with the above process
causing the outer 300µm of each device to become damaged and lose piezoelectric
coupling properties, and as of this writing is developing an improved microfabrica-
tion process to address this issue. In the present work, the lower limit of the stated
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fabrication process has been found, and simulation models were modified to take
into consideration a 300µm zone of material without piezoelectric coupling at the
periphery of each device.
2.2 Testing
Device testing (Figure 2.1) consisted of the following process. A sinusoidal
voltage input between 3V-6V was created by a signal generator (Hewlett Packard
33120A), corresponding to a typical voltage range produced by 1-2 lithium ion bat-
tery cells, a common component in micro scale systems. This input voltage was fed
through a high output impedance op-amp buffer (LM6172IN, Texas Instruments),
a 50Ω resistor (R1) and into the input of the transformer. The output of the trans-
former was fed through a 100Ω resistor (R2) and to the variable output load resistor.
The small 50Ω & 100Ω resistors were added to the circuit to enable current mea-
surement without the use of an expensive current probe. Voltages V1 through V4
were recorded with an oscilloscope, through another op-amp buffer to minimize the
effect of measurement on the circuit performance (except where noted), and current
was calculated via Ohm’s Law, which enabled calculation of power and efficiency.
The back side ground plane of the PT was electrically connected to the test setup
common ground.
Statistics were gathered by repeated (greater than or equal to 3) measurements
of a given fabricated device; there were not enough devices fabricated to provide
at least 3 different prototypes for each area ratio/radius combination. Number
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Figure 2.1: PT experimental testing schematic
of measurements was marked n = x, and error bars shown are to one standard
deviation. In cases where standard deviations were less than two percent of mean
values, error bars were omitted (e.g. many gain results were highly consistent across
repeated measurements).
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Chapter 3: Circular Radial Mode PTs
3.1 Introduction
The first microfabricated topologies were thin circular discs, with concentric
“ring-dot” electrode configurations. The ring-dot electrodes were on the top face
of the devices, and a conformal electrode covered the entire bottom of the devices.
Voltage inputs and outputs were relative to the bottom electrode plane of the de-
vices, with the input electric field actuating the device in the thickness direction
via the outer annulus electrode, transmitting lateral mechanical stress to the central
portion of the device, which in turn generated a second and different electrical poten-
tial at the central output electrode (also relative to the bottom ground plane). This
electrode arrangement was chosen due to previous studies showing that this struc-
ture, and the radial “breathing” or “kp” mode it motivates, was the most efficient in
a circular thin-disc topology [71, 99]. Out-of-plane bending modes necessarily have
to displace more air on the top surface of the device, as opposed to radial modes
which only displace smaller amounts at their periphery. This radial mode behavior
should be beneficial as devices are scaled down and air damping potentially becomes
more problematic. Rectangular thin discs vibrating in-plane were not considered,
due to predicted lower efficiency caused by asymmetric phonon reflections at their
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edges, which create additional non-fundamental vibrations in the device [84].
When designing electrodes, there are three variables to consider: input area,
output area, and gap between input and output sections. All three of these variables
combine to define the area ratio (AR) of the device, defined as the area of the
input annulus electrode divided by the area of the output inner circular electrode.
By optimizing a device’s area ratio for a given desired mode and output loading
condition, maximum performance can be achieved for a given device diameter.
Previous literature in circular disc type bulk PTs reported the effect of different
device topologies on the basis of electrode area ratio. On this basis, three different
groups reported that the maximum voltage gain of their highest output power device
was realized for AR values less than 20. All reported devices had efficiencies greater
than 80 percent. This and other pertinent information is summarized in table 3.1.
Of note, the bulk PT literature is several orders larger in volume than the present
work.
The devices reported here have electrode area ratios between 1 and 4, which
result in a range of varying performance at different electrical loads, for the same
device dimensions. Consistent with the previous work, the area ratios fell below the
AR=20 threshold indicated for maximum voltage gain.
The devices in this work are tethered, to allow them to expand radially, while
mechanically supporting them to allow for integration into an electro-mechanical
system. Tethering is not addressed in the majority of the bulk circular PT literature,
but tethers are commonly found in micro-devices, and two common designs are
serpentine [100, 101] and folded-beam [30, 102]. Folded beam designs were selected
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due to achieving comparatively higher out-of-plane stiffness, in order to support the
transformer in its desired plane of movement, while being compliant enough in said
plane to allow the device to vibrate. Serpentine springs would provide less support
to the resonant devices during operation, and λ/4 matching designs used in some
mechanical resonant filters were not considered due to several factors. First, the
monolithic tethers in this application were made from active material, making them
more difficult to model as static boundary conditions. Second, at a 550kHz primary
resonance for a 4mm diameter device, λ/4 = 1.2mm, which increases the footprint
of the device and its standoff from the substrate compared to the as-manufactured
folded beam tethers, and would not allow for further future miniaturization of the
tethers.
Table 3.1: Literature Review of Circular Topology Bulk PTs
Volume Area Ratio Voltage Gain Output Power Ref.
[cm3] [Input/Output] [V out/V in] [mW]
2.6 0.09 2.0 50 [72]
0.4 3.00 1.0 12,000 [3]
0.4 6.50 40.0 8,000 [9]
0.0016 1.00 2.5 80 This Work
3.2 Analytical Piezoelectric Disc Modeling Review
Dynamic analysis of disc PTs is built upon an understanding of the equations
of motion of a piezoelectric disc (Fig. 3.1), derived using structural mechanics and
piezoelectric principles which will be reviewed here.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Piezoelectric Disc, Covered on Both Faces by
Conformal Electrodes, R is the Radius and t the Thickness
From Ugural and Fenster [103], section 3.3, the general thin plate plane stress
assumption is as follows:
Tz = τxz = τyz = 0 (3.1)
From Ugural and Fenster [103], section 3.6, the basic stress and strain relations
in polar coordinates come from a force balance, with the assumption that shear terms







+ ρω2ur = 0 (3.2)






Derivation of the constitutive linear piezoelectric equations was documented
by Tiersten’s book on plate vibrations [104], and later published in the IEEE Stan-
dard on Piezoelectricity [46]. Because of electromechanical coupling in piezoelectric
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materials, the traditional mechanics and electrical terms of potential energy and
electrical energy are replaced by one term encompassing both: the electric enthalpy









The following relation (from the IEEE Standard) can be used to make a sub-
stitution into Eqn. 3.4, and is useful because d constants are more readily available




Using the electric enthalpy H, Tiersten derives the linear piezoelectric consti-
tutive equations in Cartesian form (Eqn. 3.6). Meitzler, another architect of the
IEEE Standard, started with the standard linear piezoelectric relations in Cartesian
coordinates and converted them to cylindrical coordinates, with the assumption that
tangential deflections are zero for a thin disc with electrodes covering both faces (i.e.
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By substituting 3.7 into 3.2, the equation of motion for a bulk piezoelectric




+ (λ2 − 1
r2
)ur = 0 (3.8)
with:
λ2 = ω2ρsE11(1− ν2) (3.9)





Equation 3.8 is in the form of Bessel’s Differential Equation, and the solution
therefore takes the form of a Bessel function, with its constant C1 determined by
boundary conditions:
ur = C1J1(λr) (3.11)
This type of approach has been used to describe piezoelectric disc dynamics
in the literature [106,107].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of Simplified Piezoelectric Disc Transformer used
during Analytical Modeling, Ra and Rb are the outer Radii of the Output
Circular Electrode and Input Annulus Electrode, Respectively
3.3 Analytical Disc PT Modeling via Extended Hamilton’s Method
The Extended Hamilton’s Principle (documented in Meirovitch’s [108] and
Reddy’s [109] books) lends itself to the modeling of PTs due to the general na-
ture of the theory. If expressions for the kinetic energy, potential energy and non-
conservative work of the system can be formulated, the approach can derive all
equations of motion in a relatively straightforward manner, irrespective of the type
of physics involved. For example, PT modeling involves both mechanics (vibrations
and mechanical work) and electrophysics (electrical work), and so benefits from just
such an approach. For these reasons, this approach is adopted in the present work.
Equation 3.4 is written in terms of Cartesian coordinates, but is a constitutive
equation of the system and therefore valid in any coordinate system. In the present
problem we would like to use cylindrical coordinates, so we compare equivalent
terms in equations 3.6 and 3.7. In order to use the electric enthalpy equation here,
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we substitute equivalent terms from the cylindrical equations in for their Cartesian















This formulation of the electric enthalpy will be used to derive the analytical
model considered here, and it will be shown that it can also re-derive the equation
of motion of a piezoelectric disc, reviewed in the previous section.
The Generalized Hamilton’s Principle can be stated as follows for an electrome-
chanical system with piezoelectric components, from Eqn. 6.13 in Tiersten [104]:
∫ t2
t1
(δL) dt = 0 (3.13)
Where L is the Lagrangian energy formulation, defined by combining the ki-
netic energy of the disc, its electric enthalpy H (defined for the present work, above),













(W ) dArea (3.14)
Substituting equations 3.12 and 3.3, we have the form to be used here, with
QArea and V representing the surface charge per unit area, and voltage, respectively,







































Terms in equation 3.15 are evaluated separately in the following sections, with




= 0). The volume integral is defined as follows for this

















































































3.3.2.1 Re-Derivation of Disc Equations of Motion from Literature
At this point, it is important to note that if we take the variation of the
equation above for the case of a vibrating piezoelectric disc (not a disc transformer)
with constant applied E-field, δEz = 0, so the last two terms fall out, and considering
the variation of the surface charge is also zero, only terms from equations 3.19
and part of 3.20 are left. These terms are the exact disc equations of motion and
boundary conditions mentioned earlier, where R is the outer radius of the disc



















































To extract the equations of motion, the arbitrariness of δur is invoked and
therefore the coefficients of δur are taken to equal zero, with the terms integrated
over the entire disc representing the equations of motion, and the terms evaluated



























Rearranging Eqn. 3.22, with an assumed sinusoidally varying deflection ur =
ur(r)e


















3.3.3 Electric Enthalpy, Continued
Because the known disc equations and boundary conditions from the literature
could be re-derived with the present method, additional confidence is gained in this
approach. Continuing with the variation of the electric enthalpy, and including the
following definitions for the electric field, where Ez is the electric field in the z-








































































































































































































The variable for the surface charge with respect to area is represented as QArea,


















































3.3.5 Disc PT Equations of Motion


















































































To extract the equations of motion, the arbitrariness of δur and δQz (the
degrees of freedom to be solved for) is invoked, and their coefficients represent the
equations of motion and boundary conditions as follows.
For the radial mechanical deflection degree of freedom, ur, with an assumed











ur = 0 (3.33)
with:
λ2 = ω2ρsE11(1− ν2) (3.34)















With an assumed sinusoidally varying charge Qz = Qz(r)e
jωt and deflection
ur = ur(r)e
jωt, cancelling common terms, multiplying by the output area πR2a and











rVout + rVoutj = 0 (3.36)
















































































3.3.6 Solving Equations of Motion
In order to predict the voltage gain performance of a disc transformer, the first
step is to solve equation 3.33 for ur, and then substitute ur into the voltage equation
3.37. Rogacheva has proposed a solution to equation 3.33 for several different con-
figurations, including partially and fully electrode covered discs [65]. She uses the
following three boundary conditions to set up a system of equations for a partially
electroded disc (input annulus electrode only), to be solved for the unknown Bessel
function constants, where superscripts denote unelectroded (un) and electroded (e)



















In the present work the last boundary condition will be modified to include
the effect of mechanical tethering on the outer radius of the disc. The present work
considers a partially electrode covered disc model due to the system consisting of
an input electrode annulus, surrounding a circular output electrode (to simplify the
solution method, the gap between input and output electrodes is neglected, as seen
in figure 3.2). The outer annulus motivates the disc’s movement through an input
voltage, and the inner output electrode provides some damping to the system by
extracting energy and delivering it to an external load, so Rogacheva’s solution will
be used to approximate the solution for the device performance.
Numerical model output can be compared to analytical output, and when both
methods report similar results, higher confidence can be attributed to those results.
FEA models of this system contribute to comparisons seen in figures 3.3 and 3.12.
Please see Appendix A for more information about numeric and analytic codes.
Figure 3.3 shows the normalized forced deflection for a 4mm disc PT calcu-
lated by the analytical model without mechanical tethers, compared to a FEA disc
model forced deflection without tethers. Both predict the region from the center
to roughly the edge of the output electrode undergoes linear deflection, while the
region underneath the input annulus shows nonlinear deflection. The fundamen-
tal difference between the analytical and FEA models is that the analytical model
assumes purely radial deflection (see section 3.2), while the FEA model is not con-
strained to purely radial modes, and is able to predict the influence of other modes,
be they real or non-physical (spurious [110]). Even when comparing only radial
mode results from FEA predictions to analytical radial mode results, there are still
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Figure 3.3: Normalized Forced Deflection versus Normalized Disc Ra-
dius, Analytical Model vs. FEA for a 4mm Diameter AR4 Disc PT.
Both models show the same trend, but are not exactly equivalent, due
to different assumptions made during modeling, and potentially different
methods of problem solution.
some differences in prediction between models. These differences in predicted gain
are likely due to different assumptions made in each model and potentially different
methods of solution, but the methods of solution cannot be compared because the
FEA method of solution is not readily available. However, results from both models
are consistent in their overall trends, and are a good compliment to one another.
3.3.6.1 Tether Stiffness
Experimental and predictive results indicate that tethering has a significant
impact on device performance, and in this section the mathematical treatment of
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tethers using the Extended Hamilton approach will be discussed. In order to in-
vestigate the difference in performance observed between tethered and untethered
devices, the analytical model can be modified to account for the stiffness and mass
of device tethers, by modeling them as massive springs that act on the outer radius
of the device. This is only an approximation of their actual behavior, but is still
useful from a device design perspective. To make the model more realistic, the mass
of the springs will be included, in addition to the stiffness, which is important when
considering very compliant tethers, physically necessitating large folded flexure ele-
ments. The mass of the springs m̄ is proportional to the length of the longest folded
beam tether element lk (m̄ ∝ lk), and their stiffness is proportional to the inverse
cube power of lk (k ∝ 1l3k ) (Castigliano’s Method); rearranging these relationships
leads to an inverse relationship between mass and the cube root of tether stiffness
(m̄ ∝ 13√lk ). In this way tether stiffness can be used in numeric calculations to
determine the boundary condition created by tethering. The expected behavior is
that as tethers approach high levels of stiffness, disc motion will be restricted and
gain will decrease, and at the other extreme, the added mass of compliant tethers
will also reduce performance, leading to an optimum point of performance at an
intermediate stiffness value.
First, the system Lagrangian should be modified to include the potential and









dV ol + Lk +
∫
Area
(W ) dArea (3.40)
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where Lk = Tk−Vk is defined for the two microfabricated tethers with assumed
identical stiffness k and mass m̄. In this model the tethers are assumed to provide a
boundary condition symmetrically constraining the device motion on the periphery











The variation of Lk is:














































When this change in boundary conditions is implemented, the analytic model
can be interrogated to determine the relationship between gain and tether stiffness,
see figure 3.4. Please see Matlab code in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.4: Analytical normalized gain prediction of AR4 disc PT for
varying folded beam tether stiffness. Gain decreases at lower values
of stiffness due to high mass loading associated with large, compliant
folded beam tethers, and gain also decreases at high stiffness values due
to increased tether stiffness restricting device motion. Optimum gain is
predicted between 105 - 106N m-1; therefore as-designed tethers in this
work achieve near maximum theoretical performance at 232KN m-1.
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3.3.6.2 Damping
Possible sources of damping in this work include acoustic damping as device
movement displaces surrounding air, and internal material inefficiencies (material
damping). Due to the size scale of the devices in question, and the fact that they
are resonating in-plane, air damping was assumed to be negligible compared to
internal material damping. This was verified by FEA analysis using a surrounding
air domain (see figure 3.6) and analytical analysis using the approach in [111]. Fast-
moving (100s of kHz) structures in air are expected to have low levels of damping,
and the present work matches that expectation as predicted by Couette values on
the order of 1
Q
∝ 10−7, for a 4mm diameter device resonating at 550 kHz [111].
Material damping is orders of magnitude larger than air damping in the present
work.
Material damping was implemented in both FEA and analytical models via
imaginary complex material constants [112, 113], with the isotropic loss factor (in-











Figure 3.5: FEA frequency sweep at 1MΩ load for an untethered AR4
4mm diameter disc transformer. The highest gain predicted is associated
with out-of-plane bending modes (as shown by inset figure at 542 kHz),
but the highest gain predicted for fundamental resonance (as shown by
inset figure at 533 kHz) is much closer to experimental results; FEA
results were interpreted in this way in the present work (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.6: (a) FEA Model of ideal circular geometry (scaled in µm),
surrounded by an air domain for acoustic damping simulations (which
proved that acoustic damping has little to no effect on radial mode op-
eration at these device scales); (b) Eigenfrequency analysis of a 10mm
diameter, 0.127mm thick round PZT disc, showing radial extension; (c)
As-fabricated 4mm diameter tethered device geometry, for comparison
with experimental results (predicted radial expansion in µm and [exag-
gerated, for clarity] radial deflection is shown).
3.4 Numeric Disc PT Modeling
FEA simulations were also used to predict device performance. Devices were
operated near fundamental resonance frequencies for optimal performance, as de-
termined experimentally through maximizing gain. FEA simulations predicted that
maximum gain conditions could occur slightly above or below fundamental reso-
nances, depending on impedance conditions of device and load, but this was not
experimentally verified (e.g. through laser doppler vibrometry).
Examples of simulation output can be seen in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. FEA
models accurately predicted device resonance frequency, as seen in Table 3.2. FEA
model predictions correlated extremely well with experimental results for 1kΩ out-
put loads and lower, giving confidence that the desired modes were being excited in
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Figure 3.7: FEA eigenfrequency model of ideal circular 10mm diameter
disc, predicting the natural frequencies of the first radial expansion mode
of 220kHz and of the second radial expansion mode of 547kHz. FEA
and analytical models predicted experimental resonance frequencies ac-
curately, generally with between 1% - 5% accuracy. Radial expansion is
shown in the top images. Note that the first mode has only one node
point in the center of the disc (blue section) and the second mode has
two node points, as expected. The bottom row of images shows out-of-
plane (z) displacement, which is one order less than radial displacement,
matching the assumption that the ideal unforced fundamental and sec-
ond radial mode vibration should primarily be in-plane.
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Table 3.2: FEA Maximum Gain Frequency Predictions for Tethered Transformers
and Experimental Results (Note: Maximum Gain Does Not Always Occur Exactly
at Fundamental Mode Resonance Frequency, but Usually Falls Within 5% of Fun-
damental Frequency)
Device Diameter Area Ratio Experimental Frequency FEA Model Error
[mm] [Input/Output] [kHz] [kHz] [%]
4 1 555 550 1
4 2 546 539 2
4 3 540 534 2
4 4 538 533 1
the experimental devices. At values of impedance greater than 1kΩ, FEA models
predicted much higher maximum gain than either analytical modeling or experimen-
tal results. Figure 3.5 shows a FEA frequency sweep at 1MΩ load for an untethered
disc transformer. The highest gain predicted is associated with out-of-plane bending
modes (as shown by right inset figure), but the highest gain predicted for fundamen-
tal resonance is much closer to actual results (left inset figure). The out-of-plane
modes predicted in FEA simulations were spurious based on comparison with ana-
lytical modeling and experimental results. Analytical models were based on purely
radial motion (other modes were not possible), and they correlated more closely to
experimental results at 1MΩ than FEA models with additional modes. Spurious
modes in numerical simulations can result from excessively compliant systems, such
as the untethered disc which is not constrained at its periphery, and this point has
been studied previously [110]. In the present work, reported FEA results were taken
from only the highest predicted fundamental radial mode gains, ignoring results as-
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sociated with out-of-plane modes, and there was good correlation between these
results and experimental results.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Microfabrication Results
Prototype microfabrication results reported here can be seen in Figures 3.8
and 3.9. Folded beam flexure tethers were designed with rounded edges in order
to eliminate possible stress concentrations and facilitate fabrication. Tethers were
200µm wide with a total length of 1,400µm across the long dimension of the tether,
with 300µm gaps between attachment points. These dimensions were balanced
between a desire to create thin tethers, a need to reliably microfabricate them within
the manufacturing tolerances of our processes, and an attempt to achieve a beneficial
mass-to-stiffness ratio (see figure 3.4). Folded beam tether stiffness was estimated
using Castigliano’s approach (as shown in [102]) to be 232kN m-1.
3.5.2 Device Performance Results
The key results are summarized in: Figure 3.10, which shows an overview of
the performance of prototype devices fabricated in the present work; Figure 3.11,
which shows that the optimal area ratio varies with load; and Figure 3.12, which
presents an analysis of the effect of device tethering on gain performance, along with
FEA and analytical model verification.
Figure 3.10 gives an overview of 4mm diameter device performance for pro-
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Figure 3.8: 4mm diameter tethered PZT transformers during testing.
Input probe is seen on the left, and output probe on the right. As-
fabricated area ratios of the released devices are 4, 3, 2, 1 and 1039,
respectively, from the top. Only results from AR = 4,3,2,1 were reported
here; AR = 1039 performed poorly.
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Figure 3.9: 4mm diameter tethered PZT transformer optical image. Res-
onating disc and tethers were fully released during powderblasting and Al
metal covers almost the entire surface of the tethers, creating a reliable
(redundant, in case either the top or bottom tether trace is damaged)
electrical connection between the disc and the rectangular probe tip pads
used for interfacing with the device.
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totypes of different area ratio. Using the test procedure outlined in Section 2.2,
voltage gain, output power and efficiency of the bulk transformers under varying
electrical loads were recorded. The devices, with volume on the order of .002cm3,
several orders smaller than the bulk PT literature, showed peak gains across var-
ious prototypes of 2.6, efficiencies of 33% and output power of 80mW, for 3V-6V
input voltage. Overall, experimental results and gain predictions from the tethered
PT FEA model showed similar trends for lower output impedance values (roughly
equivalent to the output impedance of the devices under test, measured to be be-
tween 1,000-5,000Ω using a LCR meter (Agilent 4284A) and εA d-1 calculations).
At higher output loads the predictions were not as accurate, matching the behavior
seen in the bulk PT literature. Number of measurements was marked n = x, and
error bars shown are to one standard deviation.
Figure 3.12 displays voltage gain versus electrical load for area ratio (input
area / output area) 4 disc transformers with and without tethers, along with model
predictions. This chart reveals the effect that tethering has on device gain by com-
paring experimental results of prototypes with the same area ratio electrode configu-
ration, but fabricated with and without tethers. Tethered devices in this comparison
achieve approximately half the voltage gain of untethered discs at high values of load
impedance, but the difference is less pronounced at impedances of 1kΩ and below.
Figure 3.12 also reveals that modeling results closely approximated device be-
havior for both tethered and untethered devices overall; however, in certain cases one
model or the other more closely matched experimental results, leading to different
insights. For example, as previously mentioned in Section 3.4, at higher electrical
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Figure 3.10: (a) Experimental output power and efficiency (left chart)
and experimental vs. FEA predictive gain (right chart) for 4mm diame-
ter devices of varying area ratio, with 1kΩ load. (b) With 10kΩ load (c)
With 1MΩ load (n=3 trials from a single device in each chart). As seen
in the literature, FEA predicts higher gain progressively for higher area
ratios, while experimental results do not follow this trend. Reasons for
model and experimental gain mismatch are discussed in Section 3.5.2.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental gain for 4mm diameter, area ratio (AR) = 1,
2, 3, 4 transformers vs. load impedance, showing gain increasing with
increasing load, and AR = 2 device with the highest reported gain under
high loading (n=3 trials from a single device in each data set). This chart
shows that the optimal area ratio for maximizing gain varies with load,
and that all devices follow a common trend as load increases. Lines added
to guide the eye. Gain trend over decades of load impedance matches
results from the literature, typical of piezoelectric voltage transformers.
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load values analytical models more closely matched experimental results, leading
to the determination that spurious modes were present in the FEA solution, and
therefore leading to more accurate interpretation of FEA results. Also, regarding
untethered discs, FEA modeling was more accurate at lower load values, most likely
due to differences in model assumptions (such as including a gap between input and
output electrodes in the FEA model, which more closely matches the real devices),
and potentially also due to less constraints on the (idealized, radial-mode) analytic
model. When considering device tethering, the analytic model (using spring ele-
ments with calculated stiffness of 232KN m-1) predicted a greater negative effect on
gain performance than the FEA model, due to the different boundary conditions
in each model, and more closely matched experimental results. The satisfactory
behavior of the analytic model also validates the Extended Hamilton approach to
piezoelectric device modeling, based on the electric enthalpy, and gives confidence
that this approach can be used for other unrelated piezoelectric problems as well.
Considering untethered disc transformer results, neither model exactly matches
the experimental data at higher values of load impedance; however, this is also the
case in the literature. A number of PT researchers have reported that analytical and
FEA models become less accurate as output loads increase over 1kΩ [47, 72, 114].
Various hypotheses for this discrepancy are given, from incorrect material properties
to different assumptions about damping, and there is no consensus in the literature.
One potential hypothesis is that these discrepancies could be due to nonlinearities
that become non-negligible as load increases, due to voltage increasing at the out-
put of the device. Potential nonlinearities, combined with device material properties
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Figure 3.12: Analytical gain predictions compared with experimental
results and numeric predictions: tethered and untethered 4mm diame-
ter AR4 disc PTs. The fundamental difference between analytical and
FEA predictions is that analytical modeling assumes only radial mode
excitation, and FEA models incorporate many non-radial modes (either
physical or spurious). Analytical tethered results predict experimental
data more closely than FEA tethered results due to different treatment
of the boundary condition associated with device tethers (see section
3.3.6.1) (n=3 trials from a single device in each data set).
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that are either less than ideal or are estimated because they are not available from
the manufacturer, could lead to significant discrepancies between predicted and ex-
perimental results. Most FEA and analytical models, including the ones in this
work, are based on the linear theory of piezoelectricity, which could be a concern in
cases of high voltage/load/temperature where the materials behave differently. Re-
searchers are studying this phenomenon and have reported experimental validation
of piezoelectric nonlinearities [25,91–96].
The results presented here are similar to several larger (but lower-power)
macro-scale devices in terms of gain and power handling, but efficiencies are lower
than most macro-scale devices, which can partially be attributed to device tether-
ing. The literature on bulk devices does not address tethering methods, or varying
stiffness of tethers. Therefore the results in this work cannot be directly compared
to other previous work. Also, some macro-scale devices were designed to handle
Watts of power, which is not the case with the present work, which is intended to
target micro-robotic and other small-scale applications.
Tethering vibrating disc transformers at their periphery, the location of great-
est movement during fundamental radial extension, appears to degrade performance,
and changes in tether design or creative manufacturing solutions to provide tethering
at a different location could help improve performance. For example, fundamental
resonance modes have a node location at the center of the device, and devising a
method to constrain devices at this location could boost performance, but might
not be compatible with traditional microfabrication techniques. A different device
topology, length extensional free-free beams, is investigated in Chapter 4, which
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addresses this concern by tethering at node locations that theoretically remain sta-
tionary during device resonance.
Based on the manufacturer’s data, PZT 5A typically exhibits a mechanical
quality factor of 80. Using a Network Analyzer (HP 4395A) in B/R (network) mode
and the -3 dB method, a quality factor of 23 was measured for the 4mm diameter
tethered transformers (30 for untethered), which was lower than the manufacturer’s
reported ideal material value likely due to factors such as mechanical tethering and
device geometry.
10mm diameter untethered disc transformers were also manufactured by an-
other graduate student, Mona Mirzaei, and tested in this work for modeling and
testing procedure verification. As seen in Figure 3.13, a large range of area ratios,
up to 60, were fabricated and tested. These results show more variability because
they were not tested with an additional buffering circuit between the circuit under
test and the oscilloscope probe, a practice used in all other measurements in the
present work. These results also reinforce the trend seen in the present work, and
the literature, that models become less accurate as electrical load increases.
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Figure 3.13: 10mm diameter, 0.127mm thick, PZT-5A untethered disc
transformer gain vs. area ratio, experimental results and FEA predic-
tions for: (a)1kΩ, (b)10kΩ, and (c)1MΩ load impedance. 10mm disc
transformers were manufactured by another graduate student, Mona
Mirzaei, and tested in this work for FEA model and testing setup ver-
ification. FEA predictions showed greater accuracy at lower values of
output impedance, across multiple area ratio devices, matching other
results in the present work and the literature. In general, analytical
and FEA models are less accurate at higher values of load impedance,
which is discussed in section 3.5.2 (n=3 trials from a single device in
each chart).
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Chapter 4: Rectangular Free-Free Beam PTs
4.1 Introduction
In addition to the circular topology investigated in Chapter 3, “free-free” beam
topology, a rectangular cantilevered structure supported at its midsection across
the narrow dimension, and free at opposite sides of its long dimension to vibrate
[38], was also investigated. This design has the advantage that during in-plane
length extensional vibration modes, the free ends’ movement is unrestricted, and
the structure can be supported at stationary node locations. For example, during
the fundamental length extensional mode, there is one node point at the center of
the beam (with respect to the long dimension). If the beam’s tethers are located
at this point, they will minimally oppose its desired motion, and straight, short
tethers will be able to support the device during operation while not impeding its
motion and allowing for a small total device footprint. This is in contrast to the
radial designs presented in Chapter 3, which were tethered at the location of greatest
deflection (the outer rim of the disc), and therefore required extensive design and
analysis. Due to these factors, free-free designs may have improved performance for
the same device volume, compared to radial designs, and were investigated in the
same manner with respect to fabrication and testing.
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4.2 Prior Work
Free-free beam devices were investigated on the micrometer scale by Bedair
et al. [38, 115]. Different device modes were targeted and electrode geometries con-
sidered. Their findings include determining that if voltage gain is desired, the total
input area of all input electrodes should be greater than the output area of all out-
put electrodes, which has been confirmed in this work (see Section 4.3). Also, they
determined that higher transformation ratios can be achieved by stacking device
layers, which is more easily done with bulk PTs, but is fabrication intense with
thin-film devices - showing one potential advantage to bulk devices compared to
thin-film devices. Experimental reported results were a gain of 5.7 and <5% effi-
ciency at 100kΩ load and a gain of 2 at almost 60% efficiency and 150Ω load (Figure
11 [38]).
Based on the previous work, a free-free beam design that has two input elec-
trodes and one output electrode was considered here, and analytical and FEA models
were developed to guide further design. A three electrode arrangement on the top
side of the beam devices was designed to maximize voltage gain, with two exterior in-
put electrodes and one interior output electrode; the converse electrode arrangement
was simulated with FEA (one input and two output) but lower gain was predicted,
so two exterior input electrodes and one central output electrode was selected as the
operating design for all devices.
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Figure 4.1: Free-Free Beam Diagram
4.3 Analytical and Numerical Modeling of Free-Free Beam PTs
The following is a mathematical derivation of the operation of a free-free beam
resonator vibrating at its first longitudinal extension mode, based on a standard
mathematical model of a free-free beam with axial loading [116]. This work is not
original, and is re-derived here for completeness. Due to the straightforward nature
of this device, additional modeling based on the Extended Hamilton Method (as
done in Chapter 3) was not needed here.








































































In order for 4.5 to be valid, both sides of the equation must be equal to a





and separating left and right-hand sides











+ ω2T (t) = 0 (4.7)
which are solvable using sinusoidal assumed solutions:











T (t) = C sinωt+D cosωt (4.9)
Where constants A and B depend on boundary conditions and C and D on














(C sinωt+D cosωt) (4.10)
Next, in order to apply the above derivation to this specific problem, the
boundary conditions of zero strain ∂u
∂x
= 0 at both free ends of the beam can be























(C sinωt+D cosωt) (4.11)










(C sinωt+D cosωt) = 0 (4.12)















(C sinωt+D cosωt) = 0 (4.13)
Equation 4.12 implies that A = 0, and since the solution would be trivial if
B = 0 in 4.13, sin ωL
c
= 0 instead. This implies that ωL
c
= π, 2π...nπ, which can be








This equation closely matched an FEA eigenfrequency analysis and experi-
mental results, leading to confidence in its accuracy for the devices in question.
Considering equation 4.10 with zero initial displacement, u(x, 0) = 0, implies
that D = 0. There were four unknowns to begin with (A, B, C, D), and two were
eliminated (A and D), leaving two still undetermined. For now we can combine these
two remaining constants and create a new constant from their product: BC = A′.













Utilizing the modal results above, predicted gain can be evaluated analytically
through the use of the linear equations of piezoelectricity [46]. In order to design the
electrodes, numeric and analytic models were used to predict the electrode coverage
that would provide highest gain. For a 1.25mm x 10mm geometry (equal in vol-
ume to the 4mm diameter devices described in Chapter 3), electrode coverage was
simulated from two extremes: a pair of short outer electrodes covering a small area
combined with a single long inner electrode covering the majority of the device, to
the converse, long outer electrodes with a short inner electrode (see figure 4.2). The
design was also evaluated with input and output positions switched, meaning that
the two outer electrodes acted as the input, with the inner electrode acting as the
output, but lower gain was predicted. The purpose of this was to test whether the
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two locations at the edges (experiencing maximum strain) or the single location at
the center of the device (experiencing maximum stress) were preferable for achiev-
ing maximum output voltage. The latter arrangement, with maximum stress at the
center of the device providing output voltage at a central electrode, was preferable.
Figure 4.2 shows that when comparing numeric and FEA models of inner
output electrode configuration free-free beam devices, the highest gain is predicted
to occur between 60-70% coverage of the device by the input electrodes, which acted
as a design guide for device microfabrication. Tethers were designed to be as as short
and narrow as possible, to minimize device footprint, while still supporting device
mass during fabrication and testing.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Microfabrication Results
Figure 4.3 shows microfabrication results for free-free beam transformers fab-
ricated with the process described in section 2.1. Following modeling results, input
electrodes were designed to cover roughly 65% of device area, surrounding an output
electrode. Fabricated devices span 3 orders of magnitude by volume (largest devices
are equivalent in volume to 4mm diameter disc transformers). Zoomed optical and
SEM images can be seen in figures: 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.
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Figure 4.2: FEA (solid line) and analytical (dashed line) predictions of
gain vs. electrode topology with output taken from center electrode.
Both models predicted maximum gain to occur between 60-70% input
electrode coverage of the device, which acted as a guide during device
design.
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Figure 4.3: Microfabrication results for free-free beam piezoelectric
transformers across 3 orders of magnitude in size: (A) 1.3mm x 10.0mm
with 500µm wide tethers; (B) 1.6mm x 7.8mm with 350µm wide tethers;
(C) 625µm x 5.0mm with 250µm wide tethers; (D) 200/300µm x 900µm
with 150µm wide tethers (scale: light circle diameter = 1.6cm)
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Figure 4.4: Optical image of 1.3mm x 10.0mm (left) and 1.6mm x 7.8mm
(right) transformers. 1.3mm x 10.0mm device achieved resonance at
154kHz, with Q = 51; 1.6mm x 7.8mm device at 193kHz, with Q = 33.
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Figure 4.5: Optical image of 625µm x 5.0mm (left) and 313µm x 2.5mm
(right) devices. 625µm x 5.0mm device achieved resonance at 295kHz,
with Q = 44; 313µm x 2.5mm device did not achieve resonance.
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Figure 4.6: Optical image of 300µm x 900µm (left) and 200µm x 900µm
(right) devices; these devices did not achieve resonance, as discussed in
this chapter.
4.4.2 Device Performance Results
The performance of the devices that achieved resonance is documented in
figures 4.8 and 4.9. The two larger devices (154kHz and 193kHz) achieved maximum
gain of roughly 1.2 at 1MΩ output resistance, with efficiencies of 15-20%. The
smaller 295kHz device achieved less than unity gain at 1MΩ, while operating at
45% efficiency. Free-free beam device performance was similar to that of the circular
disc devices, in that gain increased with increasing electrical load, as expected. The
largest devices achieved over unity gain, but only roughly half the maximum gain
performance of circular devices was realized. The main cause for the reduced gain
is likely due to reaching the limits of the present microfabrication process. Peak
efficiency was 20% higher for free-free beam devices when compared to disc devices,
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Figure 4.7: SEM image of 300µm x 900µm device, demonstrating that
the device was fully released with good powderblasting resolution.
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in line with expectations for greater efficiency, due to tethering attachment points
being located at central node locations.
Free-free beam devices were successfully fabricated and tested across multiple
size scales, and by tethering the devices at their central node locations, the effect
on device performance was minimized when compared with the circular disc de-
vice tethers which constrained radial disc motion during device operation. Device
performance was degraded by the microfabrication challenges described in section
2.1, which damaged sections of the devices within 300µm of the edges around pow-
derblasted regions. With an improved microfabrication process, such as one cur-
rently being developed by another student in our group, Prakruthi Hareesh, these
challenges can hopefully be overcome, leading to free-free beam devices with gain
closer to that of the present circular disc devices, and potentially improved efficiency.
A review of current literature yielded no similar bulk devices. Compared to
similar (but smaller by volume) thin-film devices [38], the present devices are easier
to fabricate, but cannot achieve the same peak levels of efficiency or overall device
volume. However, the higher gain achieved in the thin-film devices (5.7) comes at
a cost of <5% efficiency, while the high efficient (60%) operating point is located
at 150Ω load, potentially too small for impedance matching with other electronic
components in certain applications. Overall, these different devices could be better
suited to different applications, and direct comparison is not easy between thin-film
and bulk devices.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental gain results compared to predictive FEA re-
sults for free-free beam devices: 154kHz (1.3mm x 10.0mm); 193 kHz
(1.6mm x 7.8mm); 295kHz (625µm x 5.0mm). As was the case with
circular devices, gain increased with increasing electrical load, and the
largest devices achieved over unity gain, but only roughly half the max-
imum gain performance of circular devices was realized. This is likely
due to reaching the limits of the present microfabrication process, as
discussed in this section. Lines are added to guide the eye (n=3 trials
from a single device in each data set).
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Figure 4.9: Experimental efficiency results for free-free beam devices:
154kHz (1.3mm x 10.0mm); 193 kHz (1.6mm x 7.8mm); 295kHz (625µm
x 5.0mm). Maximum efficiency of larger devices at 10kΩ load was higher
than that of 4mm diameter circular disc devices, as expected, due to
tethering locations being at the device central node location, as opposed
to circular devices which were constrained at their outer edge, the lo-
cation of greatest deflection. The relationship between efficiency and
load impedance is impacted by device output impedance, higher for the
smaller device (295kHz) than for larger devices. Lines are added to guide
the eye (n=3 trials from a single device in each data set).
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In this work, piezoelectric voltage transformers (PTs), intended for micro-
robotic or other small-scale electronic or electro-mechanical applications, were in-
vestigated. At the outset of the investigation, it wasn’t immediately clear whether
piezoelectric transformers should be preferable to the main competing technology,
electromagnetic transformers (EMTs), or even how they might be compared on
quantitative terms, given similar values of voltage gain and efficiency. To that end,
power and energy density, volume, and efficiency comparisons were made between
prototype devices from the literature. One comparison utilized a Ragone chart con-
trasting devices on the basis of power and energy density, which demonstrated that
prototype PTs in the literature trend towards higher values of power and energy den-
sity, compared to EMTs. Since micro-system designers require small, lightweight
components, they would prefer technologies that follow such a trend, all else being
equal. Therefore, continued development of PTs could see them outpacing EMTs
for such applications.
Circular 4mm diameter tethered disc PTs on the order of .002cm3, at least
two orders smaller than the bulk PT literature, were fabricated using photolithog-
raphy and micropowder blasting. Micropowder blasting is advantageous compared
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to other etching techniques because of its speed and relative accuracy. After mask
creation and bulk material acquisition, prototype devices in this work could be mi-
crofabricated on the order of hours or days, as opposed to weeks for competing
thin-film microdevice technologies. Analytical modeling using the Extended Hamil-
ton Method allowed for an investigation into the effects of folded beam tethering on
the system performance, predicting an optimal stiffness point in between extreme
high and low stiffness values that degraded performance due to overly stiff, or com-
pliant (but massive) tethers, respectively. The as-fabricated folded-beam tethers
had predicted stiffness values of 232kN m-1, showing that they are close to opti-
mal theoretical stiffness for a folded flexure design, based on theoretical modeling.
Untethered disc transformers were also fabricated to investigate the effect of tether-
ing on device performance, and these devices showed significantly higher gain than
tethered designs, as expected, providing evidence that greater device performance
could be achieved with improved tethering schemes.
A disc transformer prototype with electrode area ratio = 1 had peak gain of
2.3 (± 0.1), efficiency of 33 (± 0.1)% and output power density of 51.3 (± 4.0)W
cm-3 (for output power of 80 (± 6)mW) at 1MΩ load (± one standard deviation).
This device exhibits gain similar to some much larger bulk disc devices in the lit-
erature, but at lower efficiency. The fact that greater than unity gain is achievable
in such small bulk devices is potentially useful to microsystem designers, but effi-
ciency needs to be improved. Tethering disc PTs at their periphery, the location of
greatest movement during fundamental radial extension, degrades performance, and
changes in tether design or creative microfabrication solutions to provide tethering
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at a different location could help improve performance. For example, fundamental
resonance modes have a node location at the center of the device, and devising a
method to constrain devices at this location could boost performance.
Rectangular topology, free-free beam devices were also fabricated across 3
orders of scale by volume, with the smallest device on the order of .000023cm3. These
devices showed higher quality factors and efficiencies, in some cases, compared to
4mm diameter circular devices, but lower gain (by roughly 1
2
) for equivalent device
volume. When comparing these two topologies, the free-free beam devices have the
advantage of being easier to fabricate, achieving higher quality factors due to being
tethered at node locations, but also having lower gain. In addition, the smallest
micro-scale devices (.000023cm3 volume) did not achieve resonance (did not behave
as voltage transformers), as discussed below.
Overall, device performance trends were predicted accurately by analytic and
FEA models, but there were areas where accuracy could be improved. Discrepancy
between model predictions and experimental device performance could be due to
material properties (those used in the models did not match those of the material
purchased, due to unavailability of the exact material model from the manufacturer),
assumptions made during model generation and, potentially, nonlinear behavior not
captured by the linear theory of piezoelectricity. Overall, analytic and FEA models
proved to be good analysis tools, and the Extended Hamilton Approach applied
here could be used generally in other piezoelectric applications unrelated to voltage
transformation.
All of the devices in the present work were affected by an issue with the
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fabrication process described here, which was discovered by another student in our
research group, Prakruthi Hareesh, while working on a separate project involving
micropowder blasting. This issue caused the outer 300µm of each device to become
damaged and lose piezoelectric coupling properties. As of this writing, Prakruthi
is developing an improved microfabrication process to address this issue. In the
present work, the lower limit of the described fabrication process has been found,
and simulation models were modified to take into consideration a 300µm zone of
material without piezoelectric coupling at the periphery of each device. Hopefully
the performance of all future devices will improve with the use of an improved
fabrication process, especially the smallest free-free beam devices from the present
work that were not operational.
Overall, these devices show promise for integration into small-scale engineered
systems, but work needs to be done to improve efficiency (and potentially voltage
gain, depending on the application). Macro scale piezoelectric transformers achieve
between 80% - 99% efficiency, and for the micro devices in this work to be considered
in small-scale systems, their efficiency should be improved. Based on analytical
modeling and results comparing different types of tethered devices with untethered
ones, improved tethering schemes could improve performance of radial designs, and




In order to move bulk PT technology forward at mm and µm scales, the follow-
ing areas can be further investigated: materials; device topologies; microfabrication
methods.
The present work considered one type of material, PZT-5A, which can be
considered soft, meaning it has a relatively low quality factor, but relatively high
piezoelectric coefficients. Other materials are available, including hard materials
with much higher (more than 10x) quality factors, at the expense of lower piezo-
electric coefficients. Also, a newer subset of piezoelectric materials called “relaxor”
ferroelectrics (also known as “single-crystal” piezoelectric materials, or ferroelectric
materials that exhibit high electrostriction) are becoming available from a few ven-
dors, at high cost. These materials are worth considering due to their extremely
high piezoelectric coefficients, 5-10x higher than any other traditional material on
the market at this time. The prediction of PT device performance is difficult,
due to the combination of electro-mechanical properties that come into play, so
an experimental analysis comparing different materials, supplemented by predictive
simulations, may be a good place to start in this area.
The present work considered two types of device topologies, circular discs and
free-free cantilever beams, but others have been reported in the bulk device liter-
ature. The most prevalent macro-scale topology, Rosen bar-type, was not consid-
ered because of difficulties in microfabricating this topology with traditional micro-
system processes. If this topology could be implemented at the micro scale, through
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the use of creative fabrication techniques, higher gain values could potentially be
realized.
Finally, future innovative applications of small-scale PTs could include sensors
for biological applications. PTs are resonant devices, and their resonant behavior
would be altered by the addition of mass on device surfaces, similar to surface acous-
tic wave devices or resonant beam sensors. PTs already integrated into systems and
performing voltage transformation functions could potentially serve dual-purpose
roles within the system as sensors, reducing the total sensor count needed for a
given application.
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Appendix A: Matlab Code
Please see my website for downloadable versions of the numeric models in this
work:
www.olivermbarham.com/academia/
%% 4 mm diameter untethered (ideal) disc PT model
% Based on my derivation and Rogacheva "The Theory of Piezoelectric Shells and Plates", 1994
% Oliver M. Barham, 2017
clc;clear all;close all;
%% Device Geometry & Model Inputs
N = 1000; %number of points
Rb = 2000e-6; %disc outer radius [m]
Ra = 1060e-6; %inner radius (no-gap assumption) (vary this value to get desired area ratio (AR)) [m]
RaRb_ratio = round(N*(Ra/Rb)); %used for interrogating model to edge of output electrode
t = 127e-6; %thickness [m]
output_area = pi*Ra^2; %[m^2]
V_in = 5; %input voltage [V]
Qd = 30; %quality factor related to damping, experimental value
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lf = 1/Qd; %isotropic loss factor
%% Piezo Material Constants {PZT-5 from Rogacheva}
s_11 = 16.4e-12*(1-1i*lf);s_12 = -5.74e-12*(1-1i*lf); %compliance [1/Pa]
nu = -s_12/s_11;%poisson
rho = 7750; %density [kg/m^3]
epsilon_T = 1700*(8.85e-12)*(1-1i*.066); % [F/m]
d_31 = -172e-12; % [m/V] or [C/N]
k_31_sqd = d_31^2/(s_11*epsilon_T);
k_p_sqd = 2 * k_31_sqd / (1-nu);
B = (2 - (1-nu)*k_p_sqd) / (2*s_11*(1-nu^2)*(1 - k_p_sqd));
sigma = (2*nu + (1-nu)*k_p_sqd) / (2 - (1-nu)*k_p_sqd);
%% Resonance Frequency Prediction:
LR=2.38; %Nondimensional fundamental frequency
lambda = (LR / (Rb)); %[1/m]
omega = abs(sqrt(lambda^2 / (rho*s_11*(1-nu^2)))); %[rad/s] Eq 30.6, pg. 121
omega_kHz = round(omega/(2*pi*1e3))
%[kHz] matches experimental = 567 kHz
%% Deflection Model
step_size = Rb/N;
r = linspace(eps,Rb,N); %extents of coordinate r
r_a = linspace(eps,Ra,N/2); %radius coordinate from zero to Ra [m]
r_b = linspace(Ra+step_size,Rb,N/2); %radius coordinate from Ra to Rb [m]
%Approach Based on Rogacheva eqn. 30.22 + 30.24, for partially electroded disc
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% Determine "C" constants, pg. 127:
eta = sqrt( (rho*omega^2) / B);
a_11 = besselj(1,eta*Ra);
a_12 = -besselj(1,lambda*Ra);a_13 = -bessely(1,lambda*Ra);
a_21 = B * s_11 * (eta*besselj(0,eta*Ra) - ((1-sigma)/Ra)*besselj(1,eta*Ra));
a_22 = - (1/(1-nu^2)) * (lambda*besselj(0,lambda*Ra) - ((1-nu)/Ra)*besselj(1,lambda*Ra));
a_23 = - (1/(1-nu^2)) * (lambda*bessely(0,lambda*Ra) - ((1-nu)/Ra)*bessely(1,lambda*Ra));
a_31=0;
a_32 = (1/(1-nu^2)) * (lambda*besselj(0,lambda*Rb) - ((1-nu)/Rb)*besselj(1,lambda*Rb));




a = [a_11 a_12 a_13;a_21 a_22 a_23;a_31 a_32 a_33];
b = [b_1;b_2;b_3];
C = inv(a)*b;
C_1 = C(1);C_2 = C(2);C_3 = C(3);
u_r_a = C_1 * besselj(1,eta*r_a);
%without electrodes
u_r_b = C_2 * besselj(1,lambda*r_b) + C_3 * bessely(1,lambda*r_b); %with electrodes
u_r = abs([u_r_a u_r_b]);




%% Voltage Output Model, Based on Deflection Model
% First derivative of deflection





RL_plot = [RL_a RL_b];
for RL = RL_plot
iter = iter+1;
V_out(iter,:) = ((d_31*RL*omega*output_area)/(s_11*(1-nu))) .* (r(1:RaRb_ratio) .*
u_r_dr(1:RaRb_ratio) + u_r(1:RaRb_ratio))*1i ./ ...
( r(1:RaRb_ratio)*1i + r(1:RaRb_ratio) * ((epsilon_T * RL * omega *output_area)/t) );
end
for kk = 1:1:RaRb_ratio;V_out_mean(kk) = mean(abs(V_out(kk,2:end)));
end
% Experimental Data
AR4_RL_data_x = [1.50E+01 6.70E+02 1.00E+03 4.60E+03 1.00E+04 1.77E+04 2.72E+04
4.95E+04...
9.90E+04 1.98E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06];
% No tethers:
AR4_RL_data_y1 = [0.32 0.79 1.49 2.32 3.61 4.17 4.25 4.44 4.60 4.63 4.67 4.70];
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% With tethers:
AR4_RL_data_y2 = [0.28 1.13 1.33 1.99 2.16 2.19 2.18 2.23 2.25 2.26 2.23 2.25];
figure(2);semilogx(RL_plot,V_out_mean/V_in,’--’);xlabel(’Electrical Load [Ohm]’,’fontsize’,12);...
ylabel(’Gain [V/V]’,’fontsize’,12);...
title(’Gain vs. Electrical Load for 4mm Diameter Disc Transformer (No Tethers)’,’fontsize’,12);hold;
semilogx(AR4_RL_data_x,AR4_RL_data_y1,’o’);
semilogx(AR4_RL_data_x,AR4_RL_data_y2,’+’);
legend(’Analytical Model’,’Experimental: No Tethers’,’Experimental: Tethers’,’Location’,’northwest’)
%
save XXXX.txt varname -ASCII
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